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Coupling between two ferromagnetic layers separated by an antiferromagnetic layer

Haiwen Xi and Robert M. White
Data Storage Systems Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

~Received 11 February 2000!

We have investigated the interlayer exchange coupling between two ferromagnetic~FM! layers mediated by
an antiferromagnetic~AF! layer. We have extended Slonczewski’s ‘‘proximity magnetism’’ idea in the trilay-
ers by including an AF magnetocrystalline anisotropy and considering interfacial exchange coupling that is
influenced by the interface roughness. Using a continuum model we obtain the rotation behavior of the AF
moments during FM magnetization reversal. The results are discussed within the context of the ‘‘proximity
magnetism’’ model. The FM magnetization behavior and the interlayer coupling are strongly dependent on the
interfacial exchange coupling and the AF thickness, compared with the AF domain wall energysW and the
wall lengthdW , respectively. A study of the exchange anisotropy in FM/AF bilayers is also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of research on magnetic thin fi
has been stimulated since the original discovery of the g
magnetoresistive~GMR! effect in magnetic multilayers.1 The
GMR effect is currently being used by the data and inform
tion storage industry in recording heads and for magn
random access memories~MRAM ! as part of a spin valve
structure.2 A typical spin valve consists of two ferromagnet
~FM! layers separated by a nonmagnetic~NM! layer.3 One
FM layer is expected to rotate freely. The other is pinned
an antiferromagnetic~AF! layer utilizing the exchange bia
effect, which was discovered more than 40 years ago.4 To
optimize the spin valve design, one must consider the in
layer exchange coupling between the two FM layers as w
as the FM/AF exchange coupling~exchange bias! of the
pinned layer.

Both aspects of such a trilayer have been the subject
extensive investigations and are still under study. The
change bias effect is so named because the phenomena
fests itself in a shifted hysteresis loop for a FM in conta
with an AF as a result of interfacial exchange coupling4,5

Recently, we have investigated the behavior of a FM/
bilayer by extending the work of Ne´el6 and Mauriet al.7 to
take into account the twisting of the AF moments as the
magnetization is rotated.8 Based on this model, we were ab
to describe the reversible and irreversible behavior of the
clarify the origin of the exchange bias, the enhanced coer
ity, and the hysteresis energy loss,9 and concluded that the
exchange anisotropy can not exceed the domain wall en
of the AF.8 Furthermore, a plausible explanation of w
given of the recent observation that the value of excha
anisotropy deduced from hysteresis measurements di
from that deduced, for example, from ac susceptibility m
surements and ferromagnetic resonance measureme10

More recently, we have also applied a similar approach11 to
investigate FM/AF bilayers with a ‘‘spin flop’’ configura
tion, which has been observed in some FM/AF system12

and has been theoretically discussed first by Koon13 and later
by Schulthess and Butler.14

In this paper we have extended our approach to consid
FM/AF/FM trilayer system. In such a system the FM laye
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~6!/3933~8!/$15.00
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experience an oscillatory exchange coupling and occas
ally a biquadratic~nonlinear! exchange coupling as well.15

Since the interfaces of the layers in a multilayer structure
not smooth, Slonczewski16 first proposed a mechanism fo
biquadratic coupling which results from the frustration of t
bilinear coupling associated with the surface roughne
Later, Slonczewski suggested another coupling mechan
for multilayers with Cr or Mn as the interlayer based on th
antiferromagnet nature.17 In this so-called ‘‘proximity mag-
netism model,’’ the short-range exchange coupling in
bulk of AF interlayer and the exchange coupling across
interfaces are taken into account. A perpendicular coup
between adjacent FM layers is obtained by introducing
interlayer thickness fluctuation. Recently, Slonczewsk
proximity magnetism model has been used to explain the
interlayer exchange coupling found in several FM/AF/F
multilayers.18–21In his paper, Slonczewski simply assumed
strong FM/AF interfacial coupling and an AF without intrin
sic anisotropy.17 As pointed out by van der Heijdenet al.,19

the AF magnetocrystalline anisotropy should be taken i
account, especially for NiO in oxide-based Fe3O4/
NiO/Fe3O4 trilayers. In this article, we will extend the prox
imity magnetism model by including a uniaxial anisotropy
the AF and modifying the interface exchange coupling. W
little change, this model can also be applied to FM/AF e
change biased bilayers. Therefore, results to complemen
our previous study8 on the exchange bias are presented
this paper as well.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In order to clearly illustrate the role of interlayer couplin
in a FM/AF/FM trilayer within the proximity magnetism
model, we shall exclude the magnetostatic interlayer c
pling and the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY- ! like
coupling. Furthermore, we shall assume that the FM m
ments rotate uniformly in the presence of an applied fie
This can be achieved experimentally by choosing a F
layer, which is much thinner than its magnetic cohere
length but thick enough so that it does not break into mu
domains. Figure 1 shows the magnetic moment configura
for a FM/AF/FM trilayer film that lies in thex-y plane. The
3933 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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3934 PRB 62HAIWEN XI AND ROBERT M. WHITE
arrow at each end represents the magnetizationMFM( i ) ~i
51 and 2! for each FM layer, which rotates away from th
AF easy axis, thex axis, by an angle ofa ( i ) . The series of
arrows inside the AF represent the moments of one sub
tice. Due to the interface exchange coupling, a twisting
the AF moments along the thickness direction is expecte
the two FM magnetizations are not parallel. Thus the ene
including the volume energy of the AF layer and the int
facial exchange coupling energies can be written in a c
tinuum form as

ESW5E
0

tAFFAAFS dw

dzD 2

1KAF sin2 wGdz2JE~1!

3cos~w2a~1!!uz502JE~2! cos~w2a~2!!uz5tAF
,

~1!

where AAF and KAF are exchange coupling constant a
uniaxial anisotropy constant of the AF layer with finite thic
nesstAF , respectively. The moments of the AF layer at t
interface are exchange coupled with the FM layers by
change coupling constants ofJE( i ) . Without losing general-
ity, we assume that the interface exchange couplings are
romagnetic, i.e.,JE( i ).0, and that the direction and motio
of the FM and AF moments is confined to the film plane. T
spatial variation of the moment orientation inside the A
layer is characterized by the anglew(z) with respect to thex
axis. Using the variational method to minimize the total e
ergy, the AF moment structure is given by the different
equation forw(z):

2AAFS d2w

dz2 D2KAF sin~2w!50, ~2!

with the boundary conditions

S dw

dzD U
z50

5
JE~1!

2AAF
sin~w2a~1!!,

S dw

dzD U
z5tAF

5
JE~2!

2AAF
sin~w2a~2!!. ~3!

The variational method has been used to describe the
plane domain structure22 and magnetization reversal23 of ul-
trathin FM thin films. Two-dimensional domain patterns
the FM films have been obtained as solutions to the ima
nary time sine-Gordon equation.22 Equation~2!, while simi-
lar, describes the configuration of the AF moment orien

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the helical structure of
moments with both ends exchange-coupled to ferromagnets
simplify picture, only one sublattice of the AF, with which both th
FM layers are coupled, is shown. The angles are indicated in t
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tion, which is uniform in the film plane but varies in th
thickness direction. The total energy of a FM/AF/FM trilay
should include the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energie
the FM layers. However, the general behavior we wish
study is not significantly influenced by the anisotropy so
shall ignore it. In addition, we shall assume that the mag
tization MFM~1! of the pinned FM layer is always kept alon
the x axis, i.e.,a (1)50° @note thatw(z50) is not forced to
be zero#, and the otherMFM~2! is free to rotate~a (2) is de-
noted bya in the following!. Thus the FM layer, FM~1! is
considered to be pinned or a magnetically hard layer hav
the same easy axis as the AF while the layer FM~2! is mag-
netically soft. We will demonstrate that even this simp
model gives very interesting and complex interlayer coupl
and magnetization behavior that explains some experime
observations in FM/AF/FM trilayer or multiplayer films.

Equation~2! cannot be solved analytically with the give
boundary conditions, which determine the behavior of
AF moments as we will show in Sec. III. Therefore we ha
performed numerical calculations by transforming Eqs.~2!
and~3! into a discrete form with step size of 1023dW , where
dW5AAAF/KAF . Our results are independent of step size
this regime. In the following, we present our numerical r
sults for the AF thickness normalized by the characteris
domain wall lengthdW and the energyESW and interfacial
coupling constants normalized by the domain wall ene
parametersW52AAAFKAF . Note that for a 180° domain
wall the wall energy is 2sW and the wall widthpdW .

Since most reports of the perpendicular interlayer c
pling were based on hysteresis loop measurements, in w
the FM magnetization is reversed, we have computed
total energy of the trilayer with the FM magnetizatio
MFM~2! , rotating over 180°. In the following section, we wi
first present the magnetization behavior of a trilayer w
perfect FM/AF interfaces so that the AF moments of o
sublattice are coupled with both the FM magnetizations
the interfaces. Then we will discuss the possibility of perpe
dicular interlayer coupling by introducing fluctuations at t
interfaces and considering the granularity of the AF.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our previous study8 of FM/AF bilayers, the exchange
bias was dependent on the AF thickness and the interfa
exchange coupling compared withdW andsW , respectively.
If the interfacial exchange coupling is large enough, e
with a value greater than the AF domain wall energysW , an
irreversible transition of the AF moments occurs during t
rotating of the FM magnetization, resulting in an enhanc
coercivity of the FM but no exchange bias. This implies th
when exchange bias is experimentally observed in FM/
bilayers the interfacial coupling must be smaller thansW .
The interfacial coupling strength may vary with the interfa
morphology. We shall assume two interfacial exchange c
plings JE(1) and JE(2) , which may take on different value
relative tosW , and are not necessarily equal to each oth
The numerical results will fall into two categories:~1! JE(1)
<sW and ~2! JE(1).sW .
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A. JE„1…ÏsW

Figure 2 illustrates the orientation and motion of the A
moments withMFM~1! fixed andMFM~2! rotating away from
the x axis. The angles that the AF moments at interfa
make with FM~1! and FM~2! are denoted byw (1) andw (2) ,
respectively. First let us consider the case ofJE(1)
50.4sW , JE(2)50.6sW , and tAF51.0dW . As MFM~2! ro-
tates away from the easy axis, the AF moment struct
twists as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This helical structure develop
further as the AF moments at the AF/FM~2! interface try to
follow the rotatingMFM~2! . The total energyESW of the FM/
AF/FM trilayer, the volume energyEvol given by the integral
in Eq. ~1!, and the interface anglesw (1) andw (2) of the AF
layer are shown in Fig. 3. The AF moments at interfa
always lag behind the magnetizationMFM~2! as it rotates with
the difference betweena andw (2) increasing with increasing
a. When this the difference becomes 90°, further winding
the AF generates exchange and anisotropy energies tha
not be sustained by the interfacial couplings. At this po
the AF moments rotate back and return to their original
sitions whileMFM~2! continues to rotate to the opposite d
rection, i.e.,a5180° @see Fig. 2~b!#. We call this kind of AF
moment motion the ‘‘recovering regime.’’

For larger values ofJE(2) , the AF moment motion is dif-
ferent. Figure 4 shows the resulting numerical calculation
the case thatJE(1) and tAF are the same as that of the prev
ous case butJE(2)50.8sW . When the AF moments at th

FIG. 2. Schematic representations of the AF moment config
tions in response to the rotation of the FM magnetizationMFM~2! :
~a! a would-up helical structure forms while the FM magnetizati
rotates away from the AF easy axis;~b! in the ‘‘recovering’’ re-
gime, asMFM~2! approaches 180°, the AF moments rotate backw
to recover their initial orientation; and~c! in the ‘‘reversing’’ re-
gime, the AF moment structure springs forward and the mome
have a 180° orientation. The curved arrows show the direction
the AF moment motions.
s
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AF/FM~2! interface reach or pass through the AF hard a
we find that the helical structure becomes unstable whea
reaches a critical valueacri ~about 140° in this case!. The
helical structure of the AF moments ‘‘springs’’ forward, se
tling down in a new stable state that still contains some tw
Eventually, asMFM~2! has completed its rotation to the opp
site direction, the AF structure has also rotated by 180°
shown in Fig. 2~c!. WhenMFM~2! rotates from 180° back to
0°, another discontinuous jump of the AF moments occur
a critical angle of 117°. In this ‘‘reversing regime,’’ the mo

a-

d
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FIG. 3. Total energyESW of the FM/AF/FM trilayer and the
anglesw (1) andw (2) that the AF moments make with respect to t
AF easy axis at the two interfaces in the case ofJE(1)50.4sW ,
JE(2)50.6sW , and tAF51.0dW . The volume energyEvol of the
AF layer is also shown by a dotted line. The straight line in t
bottom figure indicates the anglea of the FM for comparison.

FIG. 4. Total energyESW, AF volume energyEvol , and the
angle w (1) during the rotation ofMFM~2! in the case ofJE(1)

50.4sW , JE(2)50.8sW , and tAF51.0dW . The dotted line seg-
ment ofw (1) indicates a metastable state for the AF.
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3936 PRB 62HAIWEN XI AND ROBERT M. WHITE
tion of the AF moments is irreversible since at the transit
the total energy of the trilayer is discontinuous and the p
allel (a50°) and antiparallel alignments (a5180°) of the
two ferromagnetic magnetizations are stable states wit
minimized energy.

In exchange biased bilayers, the energy difference at
transition accounts for the hysteresis energy loss,8,9 which
has been experimentally observed.4,5 Soeyaet al.24 have sys-
tematically investigated this effect based on the coherent
tation model of Jacobs and Bean.25 This rotational hysteresis
was also found by in-plane magnetic torque measuremen
epitaxial Co/Mn multilayers, and was attributed to the irr
versible motion of the magnetic moments in the Mn lay
with respect to the rotating Co magnetization.26 In addition,
the authors suggested that interlayer exchange coupling
tween successive Co layers would not develop unless the
moments were antiferromagnetically ordered.

It is possible to have a reversible transition within t
reversing regime. As shown in Fig. 5 for the case of a lar
JE(2) in comparison with those in the previous cases, the
moments, represented byw (1) , rotate smoothly with the
magnetizationMFM~2! . At first the AF moments lag behind
MFM~2! . Then the anglew (1) increases rapidly whena is
around 110°. We can see thatw (1) crosses over the straigh
line indicating the value ofa at a5124°. This means tha
the helical structure of the AF moments gradually ‘‘swing
forward from a position lagging behindMFM~2! to one in
advance of it. No hysteresis is found in this case.

Based on these results we can construct magnetic p
diagrams in terms of the AF thicknesstAF and the interfacial
exchange couplingJE(2) for different JE(1) shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6~a! corresponds to the exchange bias in FM/AF
layers that we have investigated based on an extended p
domain wall model.8 Phase I represents the recoveri

FIG. 5. Total energyESW, AF volume energyEvol , and the
angle w (1) during the rotation ofMFM~2! in the case ofJE(1)

50.4sW , JE(2)52.0sW , andtAF51.0dW . The straight line in the
bottom figure indicates the anglea for comparison.
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regime. The reversing regime is separated into two pha
II ~1! and II~2!, depending upon whether or not the AF m
ments show an irreversible behavior during the magnet
tion reversal.

Let us consider this phase diagram for exchange-coup
FM/AF bilayers in more detail. Exchange bias is obtain
only in the recovering regime and a coercivity appears o
in the reversing regime due to the reversal of the
moments.8 We can see in Fig. 6~a! that the critical value of
the interfacial exchange couplingJE(2)

crit~1! , which separates
these two regimes, is very close to but a little smaller th
sW for thick AF layer. This critical interfacial coupling de
creases to zero almost linearly with decreasing AF thickn
whentAF is smaller thanpdW/2, i.e., half the value of a 180°
domain wall width. As the AF thickness approaches to ze
the critical interfacial coupling becomes

lim
tAF→0

JE~2!
crit~1!5KAFtAF . ~4!

The exchange couplingAAF of the bulk AF moments is no
involved in this formula. Therefore, in the thin-AF-layer re
gion, our calculations are consistent with those of the coh
ent rotation model,4,25 in which a rigid rotation of the AF
moments is assumed and the condition ofJE<KAFtAF is sat-
isfied for observing exchange anisotropy.

FIG. 6. Magnetic phase diagrams for a FM/AF/FM trilayer wi
smooth interfaces for~a! JE(1)50.0sW , ~b! JE(1)50.4sW , ~c!
JE(1)50.8sW , and~d! JE(1)51.0sW . The solid line separates th
‘‘recovering’’ region I from the ‘‘reversing’’ region II. The dotted
line separates the irreversible region II~1! from the reversible region
II ~2!. The results shown in~a! JE(1)50 apply to the exchange
coupled FM/AF bilayers.
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PRB 62 3937COUPLING BETWEEN TWO FERROMAGNETIC LAYERS . . .
In the reversing regime, another characteristic value of
interfacial exchange couplingJE(2) divides the reversal be
havior of the AF moments into two groups. Phase II~1!
iswith irreversible transitions and the other, phase II~2!,
without. For FM/AF bilayers, the rotational hysteresis ene
loss can only be obtained in phase II~1! where the irrevers-
ible transition is companied by an energy discontinuity. Fu
wara et al.27 found the following formula for the secon
critical interfacial exchange coupling,JE(2)

crit~2! ,

JE~2!
crit~2!5sW tanS tAF

dW
D . ~5!

This expression suggests that phase II~2! cannot exist in the
bilayer with an AF layer thicker thanpdW/2. Our calcula-
tions for FM/AF/FM trilayers show that this critical thick
ness increases with increasing interfacial exchange coup
JE(1) , indicating an expansion of phase II~2!. For JE(1)
50.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8sW , the critical thickness is 1.586
1.639, 1.750, and 1.995dW , respectively. For the case th
JE(1) is equal tosW , phase II~1! totally disappears from the
diagram with a straight line atsW separating the reversin
regime from the recovering regime.

B. JE„1…ÌsW

The motion of the AF moments can still be classified in
the recovering and reversing regimes for the case ofJE(1)
.sW . Figure 7 shows a representative magnetic phase
gram whenJE(1)51.5sW . However, the AF moments dis
play some different behavior during the FM magnetizat
reversal from those we have discussed earlier.

In the cases ofJE(1)<sW , the configuration and motion
of the AF moments can be completely determined within
rotating region of the FM magnetization from 0° to 180
Whether the AF moment motion is recoverable or reversib
all the AF moments are aligned collinearly along the A
easy axis whenMFM~2! completes the 180° rotation. There
no variation of the moment arrangement inside the AF lay

FIG. 7. Magnetic phase diagram for a FM/AF/FM trilayer wi
smooth interfaces withJE(1)51.5sW .
e
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but the AF moments at the interface are forced into a ‘‘fru
trated’’ state with respect to the FM magnetizations@see
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#.

Figure 8 shows three typical behaviors of the AF m
ments when the FM magnetizationMFM~2! rotates over 360°
and back to its initial position in the case ofJE(1)
51.5sW . In the recovering regime, the AF moments rota
back to their initial positions whenMFM~2! rotates 180° to the
opposite direction. In the reversible reversing regime, the
moments are ‘‘dragged’’ byMFM~2! in rotation since their
motion always lags behindMFM~2! . In the irreversible revers-
ing regime, the transition does not occur until the magn
zationMFM~2! rotates over 180°. In this situation, if the tw
FM magnetizations are oriented antiparallel, we can h
two AF structures wound up in opposite direction betwe
the FM layers.

If the interfacial exchange couplings and the AF thickne
are larger, the situation is more complicated. A series of
helical structures that twist over 180° or greater can be
bilized in the FM/AF/FM trilayer. Twisting means highe
energy. Realistically, only the least-twisted structure cor
sponding to the ground state exists in the trilayer, in
present of an external-field and thermal perturbation.

C. Extended proximity magnetism

The above discussion is based on the assumptions tha
interfacial coupling is ferromagnetic and the FM magnetiz
tions ‘‘see’’ the same AF sublattice. With these assumptio
the FM magnetizations prefer a parallel alignment. If t
MFM~1! andMFM~2! ‘‘see’’ different sublattices, the ferromag
netic interfacial couplings result in an antiparallel alignme
of the FM magnetizations. Slonczewski16 reasoned that inter
face roughness would result in a thickness fluctuation of
AF spacer and thereby produce a competition between th
arallel and antiparallel alignments of the FM magnetizatio
Then the compromising solution is to create a noncollin

FIG. 8. Angle w (1) during the rotation ofMFM~2! for a FM/
AF/FM trilayer with JE(1)51.5sW and tAF50.5dW in the case of
~1! JE(2)51.0sW , in the ‘‘recovering’’ regime, ~2! JE(2)

51.5sW , in the irreversible ‘‘reversing’’ regime, and~3! JE(2)

56.0sW , in the reversible ‘‘reversing’’ regime.
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3938 PRB 62HAIWEN XI AND ROBERT M. WHITE
coupling between the magnetizations with the AF mome
twisting along the thickness direction~see Fig. 9!. Assuming
strong interfacial exchange couplings and no in-plane m
netocrystalline anisotropy for the AF, the mean coupling
ergy WS can be written as the following quadratic form:17

WS5C1~a!21C2~a2p!2. ~6!

The contributions of parallel and antiparallel coupling a
represented byC1 and C2 , respectively. ForC15C2 ,
minimizing the mean coupling energy gives the favored c
figuration with the FM magnetizations aligned perpendic
larly. Because the energy is increased by the twist in
moment direction, it turns out that the perpendicular co
pling strength is proportional to the inverse of the A
thickness.17,28

Before discussing our extension to Slonczewski’s ‘‘pro
imity coupling’’ in FM/AF/FM trilayers by incorporating ar-
bitrary interfacial coupling and anisotropy, let us consid
the problem on the interfacial coupling with the AF inte
layer. For a perfectly smooth and totally uncompensated
terface, the interfacial exchange coupling would be order
magnitude larger than the AF domain wall energy.4 In real-
ity, a totally uncompensated surface becomes partially c
pensated due to interface roughness. By studying the
change anisotropy in Ni81Fe19/CoO bilayers, Takanoet al.29

proposed a model, in which only the interfacial uncompe
sated AF moments contribute to the interfacial coupling,
sulting in the exchange anisotropy with a magnitude con
tent with the experimental observations. Similarly, even
totally compensated interface because partially uncomp
sated with roughness. Malozemoff30 developed a random
field theory for bilayers with compensated interfaces a
demonstrated a nonzero interfacial exchange energy, w
magnitude is also by orders of magnitude less than that
fully uncompensated interface.30

The AF layer can be polycrystalline or single-crystal d
pending upon the film growth method. For trilayers with
polycrystalline AF layer, any AF moment twisting is con
fined in each grain, and the coherent length is determined
the grain size, assuming that there is no coupling am
grains.31 For single-crystal antiferromagnets, due to the
terface roughness, the AF interlayer consists of a multi
main state as a result of Malozemoff’s random fie

FIG. 9. Two AF moment configurations between two ferroma
netic layers with the magnetization orientations perpendicula
each other, in which the AF interlayer differs by a monatomic st
ts
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mechanism.30 We therefore assume that the trilayer with i
terface roughness can be described by Eq.~6! but with ener-
gies given by Eq.~1!, i.e.,

WS5c1ESW~a!1c2ESW~a2p!. ~7!

Here, c1 and c2 are dimensionless factors withc11c2

51.
In the limit of no magnetocrystalline anisotropy for th

AF, the twisting inside the AF can be described byw(z)
5w (1)1az, which is explicitly a solution of Eq.~2!. This
relationship can be simplified to bew(z)5(z/tAF)a for
strong interfacial couplings as discussed in Slonczews
paper,17 and then the total energy of the trilayer is quanti
tively equal to the twisting energy of the AF. Expression~6!
is viable in this case.

As previously explained, the interfacial exchange co
pling is reduced by orders of magnitude due to the FM/
interface morphology. The following discussion will focu
on the interesting situation in which the interfacial coupli
JE( i ) is comparable to the AF domain wall energysW .32

A thick AF interlayer allows large twisting. If the AF
thickness is larger thanpdW/2, the energy of the trilayer is
then related to the FM magnetization rotation anglea by a
cosine form rather than a quadratic one. However, a
coupling can still be obtained in a trilayer by balancing A
moment twistings, i.e.,c15c2 . However, we must conside
the continuity of the coupling among the AF momen
throughout the thickness, especially for a granular
interlayer.33 Furthermore, most of the cited experiment
results18–20 were obtained in samples with the AF interlay
thickness around several nanometers. In bulk NiO, the
main wall width for the moments rotating out of the ea
plane was about 11 nm.34 It is known that the anisotropy o
a thin film differ from and, is generally less than, that of t
bulk material. As a result, the domain wall width of an A
thin film should be larger. Mauriet al.35 have estimated the
domain wall width of Fe50Mn50 to be 54 nm, which is a
typical order of magnitude for pure metallic materials a
alloys. Therefore, it is more relevant to consider the c
when tAF , the effective AF thickness, is smaller thandW .

In the case of small AF interlayer thickness, the AF m
ments rotate almost coherently with the FM magnetizati
i.e., w(z)'w (1) . So, the total energy includes only the inte
facial coupling and the AF magnetocrystalline anisotrop
To study the proximity magnetism, we first assume thatc1

5c2 for convenience. According to the calculations pr
sented in the previous section, the AF moments will disp
recovering, irreversible and reversible reversing behav
during the FM magnetization reversal depending upon
interfacial couplings and the AF thickness. In the recover
regime, the FM magnetizations always prefer a perpendic
coupling since the corresponding energy is the lowest. T
coupling strength decreases with increasingtAF but it is not a
1/tAF dependence.

In the reversing regime, the 90° interlayer coupling is n
always energetically favored. Figure 10 shows the dep
dence of the mean coupling energyWS on theMFM~2! angle
a in several cases with the interfacial couplingJE(1)
50.4sW . For a trilayer with an AF thicknesstAF
51.0dW , we see that the perpendicular coupling and
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collinear~parallel and antiparallel! coupling are stable state
as JE(2) is relatively small@see Fig. 10~a!#. The mean cou-
pling energy for perpendicular coupling is lower than that
collinear coupling whenJE(2)50.6sW , but higher than that
when JE(2)50.8sW or larger. With even largerJE(2) , e.g.,
JE(2)51.4sW , the perpendicular coupling is no longe
stable. Figure 10~b! illustrates the change of the mean co
pling energy with the AF thickness. Thea-dependent mean
coupling energy cannot be fit either with the formulaEc
52A12cosa12B12cos2 a, for bilinear and biquadratic in-
terlayer couplings or with Slonczewski’s Eq.~6!. We must
consider the energy difference between the perpendic
coupling and collinear coupling to see the coupling pref
ence of the FM magnetizations. Results are shown in Fig.
In the trilayer of a thin AF, the perpendicular interlayer
favored and the mean coupling energy increases with
creasing AF thickness. From this figure, we see that the
ergy difference decreases with the AF thickness, sugges
the perpendicular coupling strength also decreases. For s
cases, represented by the solid curve in Fig. 11, at a ce
AF thickness the energy difference vanishes and the FM c
pling cross over into a collinear configuration. This kind
transition from perpendicular interlayer coupling to colline
coupling with increasing AF thickness has been found

FIG. 10. Slonczewski’s mean coupling energyWS for trilayers
with ~a! JE(1)50.4sW and tAF50.4sW . The numbers associate
with the curves are values of the interfacial exchange couplingJE(2)

normalized bysW . ~b! JE(1)50.4sW and JE(2)50.8sW . The
numbers associated with the curves are values of the AF thick
tAF normalized bydW .
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van Heijdenet al. in Fe3O4 /NiO/Fe3O4 trilayers when the
NiO thickness was 5.4 nm.19

The decrease of the perpendicular interlayer coupl
strengthC1 and C2 , with increasing Mn interlayer thick-
ness up to 2.5 nm was also found in Fe/Mn/Fe trilayers20

However, the couplings in these trilayers are more com
cated than those in the oxide-based trilayers. The RK
coupling is greatly affected by the quality of the Mn inte
layers. The epitaxial growth depends sensitively on substr
temperature, cleanliness, and growth rate.35 The fact that no
coupling is found in a Fe/Mn/Fe trilayer20 with a Mn layer
thicker than 2.5 nm may result from the failure to obtain
thicker Mn layer than the 25 Mn monolayers required for
pure bct Mn phase, as discussed by Purcellet al.36

In our previous study, the exchange anisotropy in FM/A
bilayers can not exceed the AF domain wall energy.8 Simi-
larly, in FM/AF/FM trilayers, no matter whether the inte
layer coupling is perpendicular or collinear, the coupli
strength is relatively small compared with the AF doma
wall energy. Usually the domain wall energies of AF ma
rials are around 10 ergs/cm2. So, our calculations are quan
titatively consistent with the experimental observations t
find the perpendicular interlayer coupling in the range
several ergs/cm2.18–20

IV. SUMMARY

In this work, we have studied the interlayer exchange c
pling in FM/AF/FM trilayers. Starting from the differentia
equations describing a twisting of the FM moments throu
out the thickness direction and couplings with the FM ma
netizations at the FM/AF interfaces, we can explain the
haviors of the AF moments during the process of the F
magnetization reversal. Standing at Slonczewski’s view
the proximity magnetism, the study of interlayer coupling
the adjacent FM layers negotiated by the AF layer can the
fore be completed within the model by including the A
magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Numerical calculations sh
that the perpendicular interlayer coupling is obtained un
certain conditions, depending upon the interfacial coupl
and the AF thickness. In all cases, the coupling strengt
limited by the AF domain wall energysW .

Although our results give a clear illustration of a magne
proximity effect in FM/AF/FM trilayers, two concerns abou

ss

FIG. 11. Difference between the mean coupling energies w
the two FM magnetizations aligned perpendicularly and collinea
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the model are left for further study. One has to do w
knowing the relative orientations of the FM magnetizatio
with respect to the AF anisotropy direction. For single cry
tal films, in-plane lattice matches among the layers determ
the relationship if the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is tak
into account. For granular trilayers, the in-plane anisotro
axis of AF grains is likely to have a distribution, leading
an averaging. The other concern is the possibility of ‘‘sp
flop coupling,’’ which was experimentally observed in som
exchange-coupling FM/AF bilayers and multilayers.5,12 This
.
la
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P.

y

z

.
ys
s
-
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y

means that the FM magnetizations tend to be perpendic
to the AF moments, especially in films with compensat
interfaces. Clarifying the perpendicular interlayer coupling
these two cases requires more detailed study.
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